Overcoming Financial Challenges by Improving
Quality of Care and Patient Satisfaction:
Killing Infectious Bacteria with CuVerro® Copper Alloy Surfaces
Hospital Acquired Infections (HAIs) can cost U.S. healthcare
providers billions of dollars annually and negatively affect the
reputation of providers, leading to reduced admissions. An
estimated 1.7 million HAIs occur annually, resulting in
approximately 100,000 deaths.1 The annual direct hospital cost
of HAIs is estimated at $45 billion.2 For a typical 250‐bed
hospital, it is estimated that the direct costs to treat HAIs are
$21 million.3 As part of the Affordable Care Act, healthcare
providers are becoming more accountable for these costs as
the Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS)
institute an increasing number of government payment
penalties and reporting requirements. Addressing these
financial challenges by improving quality of care and patient
satisfaction can be as simple as creating a cleaner built
environment with CuVerro® bactericidal copper alloy surfaces.

Bio Burden Levels Matter
In establishing a hygienic standard for hospital cleanliness,
researchers consider a concentration of less than 250 colony
forming units per 100cm2 on a surface immediately after
terminal cleaning as an acceptable benchmark to reduce
patient acquisition of infectious bacteria.6 CuVerro bactericidal
copper alloy surfaces exhibit significantly lower levels of
bacteria compared to typical healthcare surfaces including
plastic, wood, and stainless steel (see chart below).7

CMS Penalties Are on the Rise4
Specifically, the Hospital Value‐Based Purchasing Program
(HVBP) will increase penalties to a hospital’s reimbursement
for Medicare and Medicaid patients by +50% (vs. 2013) to 1.5%
of base operating Diagnosis Related Group payment amounts
for 2015. A hospital will incur this penalty if it fails to meet the
HVBP criteria, of which 60% of the weighted value includes
infection Outcome Measures and Patient Experience of Care.
This penalty will increase to 2% by 2017. Under the Hospital
Acquired Conditions Reduction Program, hospitals that rank in
the lowest performing quartile of hospital‐acquired conditions
(HACs) will be penalized 1% of what otherwise would have
been paid under the inpatient prospective payment systems
(IPPS). In addition, hospitals will be penalized 3% for
readmissions metrics and 1% for non‐reporting of infection
data to the National Healthcare Safety Network.
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In 2013, 1,427 hospitals received reduced payments.5 Killing
bacteria is becoming a zero tolerance mandate and will
improve the bottom line.

Lowering the bio burden creates a cleaner surface, which
reduces the risk of transmission of infectious bacteria.

Reduce Healthcare Costs: The Business Case
Direct Costs to Treat HAIs – For a typical 250 bed hospital, the
estimated annual direct cost to treat HAIs is $21 million. This is
based on the increase in the length of stay of a patient who
acquires an infection while in the hospital versus a patient who
leaves the hospital without an infection and a 5%8 HAI
incidence rate.
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CMS Penalties and Non‐Reimbursement – For a typical 250‐
bed hospital with 2015 Medicare IPPS reimbursement of $50
million the total annual penalty payment at risk is almost $4
million (see chart next page).10

High incidence rates of HAIs can also lead to negative publicity,
lower patient satisfaction, and reduced patient admissions.
Additional Cleaning Practices – Standard practices to reduce
bacteria in hospital environments have relied on episodic
cleaning and hand sanitation. Regular cleaning alone is not
always effective. Less than 50% of all surfaces are adequately
cleaned after terminal cleaning. Fewer are kept clean (below
the level of risk) on a daily basis.11 In addition, bacteria
continue to be persistent after episodic cleaning. After
standard cleaning procedures, the bacterium begins to
colonize and grow as soon as the sanitizer has dried. With each
minute, more and more bacteria are exponentially growing on
the surfaces. To mitigate persistent growth of bacteria on
common touch surfaces a hospital would need to increase the
frequency of its cleaning. Additional annual costs associated
with doubling the frequency of cleaning and episodic terminal
cleaning machines can cost in excess of $1.7 million.12

Improving the Bottom Line – The estimated one‐time cost to
outfit a patient care room with products made with CuVerro is
less than $4,000 (product costs only).14 This is a limited
investment when considering the cost of patient beds, call
systems, and other healthcare products required for patient
care rooms.

For a 250‐bed hospital, the Direct Cost to Treat HAIs ($21M) +
CMS Penalties ($4M) + Additional Cleaning Practices ($1.7M) =
$26.7 million in annual risk related to infections. A one‐time
investment in CuVerro for that same hospital is $1.25 million
($5k x 250 beds). A reduction in FTE costs alone would yield a
payback in less than a year. The decision is clean and clear.
Join CuVerro in the movement to continuously kill bacteria in
the healthcare environment. Improve quality of care, patient
satisfaction, and the bottom line for your facility. To learn
more or see the full list of product offerings, visit cuverro.com

CuVerro Kills Bacteria13 Between Cleanings
Now there is a new tool to help fight this threat: CuVerro®
bactericidal copper alloy surfaces. These EPA‐registered
surfaces dramatically improve environmental hygiene by
continuously killing 99.9% of harmful bacteria (including
antibiotic‐resistant bacteria like MRSA and VRE) and continue
to be effective 24/7 when cleaned regularly.
Engineered for durability, strength, and manufacturability,
CuVerro is a registered pesticide with the EPA. Its proven
bactericidal properties allow CuVerro to KILL bacteria on
contact, while other antimicrobials (like coatings and additives)
simply inhibit bacterial growth. Its continuous bactericidal
action never wears off or washes away, making CuVerro ideally
suited for commonly touched surfaces where transmission of
infectious bacteria is a concern.
Range of Products Made With CuVerro – From door handles
and IV poles to grab bars and sinks, CuVerro is helping
healthcare facilities take an aggressive stance in the fight
against bacteria that cause HAIs. CuVerro bactericidal copper
alloy surfaces meet nearly every preferred characteristic for
ideal surfaces in healthcare environments, and products made
with CuVerro can be easily installed to fit seamlessly in almost
any healthcare space.
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